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Abstract

A potential long-term application of infrasound detection is related to the fact that
nonlinear mountain flow dynamics and breaking gravity waves in the high atmo-
sphere produce infrasounds, and/or affect the propagation of the infrasounds. In
the future, we can imagine that the compressible models developed in meteorology
will permit to links these mesoscale meteorological events to the infrasounds they
produce. Nowadays, the parameterization of gravity waves in Numerical Weather
Prediction models (NWP) and General Circulation Models (GCM) could also be
used to predict the places where the infrasounds are produced.

The paper here does not adress these issues specifically, but recall that non-
linear mountain flow dynamics and breaking gravity waves are very significant for
the Atmospheric Climate. To establish this, we discuss how these effects are rep-
resented in General Circulation Models (GCMs), and wich impacts they have on
the climate of these models.

First is presented a subgrid-scale orographic drag scheme that includes both

gravity waves drag and low-level drag that are based on well-understood mesoscale

mountain flow dynamics. Second is presented the non-orographic gravity waves

drag schemes used in most GCMs that include a middle atmosphere. The impacts

of these different schemes on the LMDz-GCM extended to the middle atmosphere

are detailed.
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1 Introduction

To monitor nuclear explosions, it is necessary to model the long-range propaga-
tion of low-frequency acoustic (infrasonic) waves through the atmosphere. The
infrasound propagation models used for this purpose are still based on asymptotic
methods like the ray tracing techniques, the normal mode approach, and the reso-
lution of the parabolic equation. These techniques cannot explain some important
signals in the microbarograph measurements (Millet et al. 2007, Ponomarev et al.
2006 and Kulichkov et al. 2004, 2002). Actually, the vertical scales of the low
waveguide modes involved in the long-range propagation of infrasounds are com-
parable with the vertical scales of the atmospheric motions due to the internal
gravity waves. Furthermore, these methods also assume that the atmospheric flow
varies slowly in time compared to the infrasound time-scale. This is again not true
in the presence of gravity waves.

To circumvent these difficulties, the future generation of infrasound propaga-
tion models will be based on the resolution of the primitive equations of motion.
The most recent models become similar as the present Numerical Weather Fore-
casting Models (NWP) and the climate models, except that they include com-
pressible effects3. Based on suitable numerical schemes, these models are able to
capture acoustic waves as well as gravity waves, but still fail to compute wave
motions in the same way as atmospheric motions. For instance, one of the com-
mon issues deals with the treatment of radiation and outflow boundary conditions,
whereas a simple rigid, free-slip surface is often employed in NWP models.

Internal Gravity Waves (GWs) are ubiquitous in the atmosphere. They are
observed for instance by the high-resolution radiosondes, which give vertical pro-
files of temperature and velocity (e.g., Dalaudier et al. 1994). Although gravity
waves are quite coherent and predictible when they are produced by mountains,
they are much more random when they are caused by other sources (convection,
geostrophic adjustment in fronts, shear instabilities). This becomes particularly
true in the middle atmosphere where the influence of waves coming from various
independent sources can be felt at the same place. In this case, a statistical de-
scription is more adapted, and many measurements have shown that the GWs
spectra in the vertical direction follow a spectral law given by E ∼ N2m−3, where
E, N and m are respectively the kinetic or potential energy (expressed per unit
mass), the Brunt-Väisälä frequency and the vertical wavenumber. These spectra
are observed in the range of vertical wavelengths 2π/m between 100 m and few
kilometers. When they break, which generally occur when 2π/m < 100 m, the
turbulence results in Kolmogoroff spectra. As these spectra are quite universal,

3For completeness note that the NWP models still adopt approximations or numerical
techniques that filter out a good fraction of the sound waves
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most parameterizations of the non-orographic GW in General Circulation Models
are based on them (Hines 1997, Warner & McIntyre 1996). This make them quite
different from the parameterization of the mountain gravity waves, which use their
more predictive nature (Lott and Miller 1997).

In General Circulation Models, quite substantial systematic errors have been
reduced by including the parameterizations of orographic and non-orographic grav-
ity waves. Historically, the orographic GWs routines have been introduced during
the mid-eighties, when the global GCMs where limited to the troposphere and
lower stratosphere resolution (Palmer et al. 1986). The non-orographic routines
are more recent, and have been introduced when the GCMs have begun to extent
up to the mesosphere (Manzini et al. 1997). Such routines permit to correct the
zonal mean wind and the zonal mean temperature at the summer mesopause.

The parameterization of mountain gravity waves alleviates systematic errors
in GCM simulations of the tropospheric westerlies (Palmer et al., 1986). Miller
et al. (1989) extended this study, showing that the representation of orography in
global models have an impact (positive or negative) on many of the large scale
structures mentioned before. Miller et al. (1989) and also Stephenson (1994) have
shown that the vertical repartition of the mountain drag is an important issue
for GCMs. These large scale simulations obviously provide important applica-
tions for the 2-D (Clark and Peltier, 1984; Durran, 1987) and 3-D (Miranda and
James, 1992; Schär and Durran, 1996) theoretical studies on mountain flow. Fol-
lowing these, Lott and Miller (1997) (hereafter LM97) have proposed a Subgrid
Scale Orographic (SSO) drag scheme which gives particular attention to the drag
of the flow at levels that intersect the subgrid-scale orography. These scheme is also
validated against the PYREX data (Bougeault et al., 1993) in all the situations
for which the incident wind perpendicular to the ridge is strong.

Among the quasi-steady patterns that SSO parameterization schemes affect,
the steady planetary wave is of particular interest because its simulation is rather
difficult. For instance, Fig. A1 in D’Andrea et al. (1996) shows the steady geopo-
tential height field for 15 different models: among them, many (but not all) are
too zonal. To correct these errors one has to determine which processes related
to the mountains, contribute to the steady planetary wave. For this purpose the
quasi geostrophic models are helpful because they have been extensively used in
diagnosing the forcing of planetary waves (Held 1983). In these models, mountains
induce vortex stretching, modifying the vorticity, but keeping the potential vortic-
ity unchanged. Interestingly, the circulation over mountains associated to vortex
stretching, is driven by a force whose horizontal component is perpendicular to the
incident flow in the linear quasi-geostrophic context and that is proportional to
the mountain volume (Smith, 1979). In the context of atmospheric models which
do not use the quasi geostrophic approximation, the fact that vortex stretching
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can be eventually accounted for by a force which is quite predictable was used in
Lott (1999) to reduce errors on the model simulation of the planetary waves.

Because this book is devoted to surface process, the recent progresses in devel-

oping new gravity wave drag schemes, that include non-orographic waves are only

mentioned here briefly and for completeness. Detailed impacts of such a scheme

are nevertheless given in the Section 3.2. The need for such schemes follow that

most GCMs now extend to the middle atmosphere, where the circulation is largely

controlled by wave-induced forces (Rossby and Gravity waves) (Holton et al. 1995;

Haynes et al. 1995). For the gravity wave part and in summer, mountain waves

can not provide these forces, because they have good chances to encounter critical

levels in the low stratosphere (Lindzen 1981). Furthermore, the forces needed in

this season and near the mesopause are opposite in sign with the forces moun-

tain waves can provide. Finally, observations suggest that steady gravity waves

are seldom above about 20 km altitude. The general way non-orographic drag

scheme are developed is grossly presented in Section 3, together with some results

obtained in the LMD-GCM extended to the middle atmosphere, and including

the Hines (1997) parameterization scheme tested by Manzini et al. (1997) in the

ECHAM4 model.

2 The different parameterizations

2.1 Subgrid-scale orographic drag

The orographic drag scheme presented here is adapted from LM97 and used in
Lott (1998). The SSO over one gridpoint region is represented by seven parameters,
µ, γ, σ, θ, Zmin, Zmax and Zmea which stand for the standard deviation, the
anisotropy, the slope, the orientation, the minimum, the maximum and the mean
elevation of the orography respectively. These seven parameters are evaluated over
a grid point region from the US Navy dataset (on 10×10 degree grids). The scheme
uses values of low-level wind and static stability which are partitioned into two
parts. The first corresponds to the incident flow, and is evaluated by averaging
the wind, the Brunt-Väisälä frequency and the fluid density between the model
ground Zo and the mountain peaks Zmax. This low-level flow is referenced as UH,
NH and ρH , respectively. The second part is the “blocked” flow, whose upper
height Zb, is the highest level that satisfies the condition,

∫ Zmax

Z

N

Up

dz ≤ HNC , (1)
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where the wind speed Up(z) is calculated by resolving the wind U in the direction
of the incident flow UH. The parameter HNC tunes the depth of the blocked flow
layer and is of order one. Then, for each layer below Zb a force per unit volume is
applied:

Db(z) = −ρCd max

(

2 −
1

r
, 0

)

σ

2µ

(

Zb − z

Zb − Zo

)

(B cos2 ψ+Csin2ψ)
U|U|

2
. (2)

In Eq. (2) the angle between the incident flow and the normal ridge direction is
ψ, the aspect ratio of the obstacle as seen by the incident flow is r. The functions
B(γ) and C(γ) are of order 1 and take into account the anisotropy of the SSO (see
LM97). The parameter Cd, which is typically of order unity from the literature on
flow dynamics around bluff body, tunes the blocked flow drag amplitude.

On the supposition that when there is low-level flow blocking, the effective
height of the SSO felt by the fluid is reduced to Zmax −Zb, the gravity wave stress
(i.e., force per unit area) is reduced accordingly. It becomes after evaluation of the
typical number of ridges within a grid point region,

τ = ρHGUHNH (Zmax − Zb)
2 σ

4µ

(

B cos2 ψH + C sin2 ψH ; (B − C) sinψH cosψH

)

(3)

The parameter G tunes the gravity waves stress amplitude, and is also of order 1.

The vertical repartition of the gravity wave stress determines the levels at which

the waves are dissipated and slow down the mean flow. First, the stress decays by a

tunable factor β < 1, between the ground and the 850hPa level to crudely account

for the low-level dissipation of the trapped lee waves (see Miller et al. (1989) and

the Appendix). Above, breaking occurs when the total Richardson number Ri

falls below a critical value Ric which is of order unity.

2.2 Orographic lift

In the model itself, the lift representation consists of applying a force per unit
volume L that is perpendicular to the wind at each levels below the mountain
maximum height Zmax

L = − ρ Cl f

(

Zmax − Z

Zmax − Zo

)

k × u . (4)

In Eq. (4), f is the Coriolis frequency, and Cl is a tunable parameter of order 1.
When the incident wind is uniform in the vertical, Eq. (4) integrated from the
model ground Zo to the mountain peak Zmax gives a stress,

L = − ρ Cl f

(

Zmax − Zo

2

)

k × u . (5)
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which is near the lift stress exerted by an obstacle on a quasi-geostrophic flow

(Smith, 1979).

2.3 Non-orographic waves

Because the non-orographic schemes include ensemble of waves with far different
propagation properties, a convenient way to formulate them is to adopt a spectral
representation. These differentiate them fundamentally from most current oro-
graphic schemes, where a representation in the physical space is necessary at low
level, to account for non-linearities. For mountain waves, the description in the
physical space remains adequate aloft, providing the waves are hydrostatic. For
non-orographic waves the spectral representation is also motivated by that numer-
ous observational studies, suggest that gravity waves energy spectra have a slope
at large vertical wavenumber m that is roughly independent of time and position.

Practical GWs spectral gravity waves parameterization schemes (see for in-

stance Hines 1997; Warner and Mc Intyre 1996, 2001) tend to describe gravity

wave spectral evolution in terms of the vertical propagation and saturation of a

spectrum, that is imposed at a given launch altitude. A good example of such a

scheme is that of Warner and Mc Intyre (1996), where the evolution of the spectra

from one altitude to the next, is based on well understood aspects of linear conser-

vative gravity waves propagation. The saturation is then entirely empirical. When

the spectra transported conservatively, present in the vertical wavenumber space,

a saturated portion (i.e. the portion at ’large’ m) that exceed a given threshold,

this threshold is imposed as the knew spectra. To fit data, this threshold can

include the m−3 slope suggested by observations. For historical reasons, in the

LMD-GCM we have used until now the scheme proposed by Hines (1997), which

try to include more sophisticated wave breaking models. In practice nevertheless,

it is likely that the schemes of Hines (1997) and Warner and McIntyre (1996, 2001)

give comparable results.

3 Impacts on GCMs runs

3.1 Subgrid-scale orographic parameterization and lift

The model used in this study is a tropospheric version of the LMDz GCM (Hour-
din et al. 2006). It is a gridpoint models, and in the simulation presented the
gridpoints are regularly distributed in the longitude-latitude coordinates with res-
olution 3.750×2.50. The version used has 19 vertical sigma-levels unevenly spaced
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to provide more resolution near the ground and in the lower stratosphere. In the
experiment presented below, the different tunable parameters of the orographic
forces scheme are: HNC = 1, Cd = 1, G = 1, β = 0.5, Ric = 0.25 and Cl = 1. To
perform simulations that can be compared to the observed climate, and to ensure
that the results presented are significant, the model is integrated over long periods
and forced with observed sea-surface temperatures and sea-ice distribution.

In different set of experiments discussed with some details in Lott 1998, where
the different parts of the orography parameterization scheme were each tested
independently, it was found that the low-level blocked flow drag improves the low-
level flow, but slightly degrade the steady planetary wave. Similar results were
found for the gravity wave part of the scheme: gravity waves drag improves the
westerlies at the upper levels (Palmer et al., 1986) and at low levels where the
trapped waves (Miller et al., 1989) reinforce the impact of the blocked drag. For the
simulation of the steady planetary wave, the gravity waves drag is rather neutral,
its impact is similar to that of the blocked flow drag. The lift scheme alone on the
other hand appeared beneficial for the steady planetary wave, but does not affect
the zonal wind very much.

The impact of the scheme on the model is represented on the differences map

shown in Fig. (1) and Fig. (2). For both the zonal wind and the steady planetary

wave it appears that the model is closer to the climatology with the orographic

parameterization. The parameterized drag tends to reduce errors at nearly all

levels on the zonal wind. The benefits of the scheme are nevertheless the greatest

at low-levels (below 900hPa) where the drag is maximum and at high-levels (above

100hPa), where the parameterized gravity waves break. The steady planetary

waves differences are also reduced nearly everywhere in the northern hemisphere,

and particularly over the continents. Improvements are nevertheless more evident

over North America where the scheme efficiently improves the simulation of the

ridge over the rocky mountains. The scheme is also helpful for the simulation of

the steady planetary wave over northern Europe and northern Asia, but it does

not reduce the errors south and east of the Himalaya plateau.

3.2 Non-orographic gravity waves spectral parameter-
ization

3.2.1 Zonal winds

In comparison with the essentially tropospheric LMD-GCM used in Section 3.1
the extended LMD-GCM to the middle atmosphere spans all heights ranging from
the surface to 0.01 mb (approximately 80 km), discretized into 50 levels of varying
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thickness (Lott et al. 2005). Layers are approximately 1.5 km thick between 10 km
and 60 km and then increase to about 8 km in the last two upper levels. A simple
Rayleigh drag sponge layer is employed in the four upper layer at z=3.5, 67.5, 72.5
and 81.25 km, with damping time constants equal 10 day−1, 5 day−1, 2.5 day−1

and 1.25 day−1 respectively. These Rayleigh-drags are applied to the non-zonal
component of the flow only, to prevent large scale waves downward reflection at
the upper boundary, without violating Downward control principles (Shepherd et
al., 1996).

The impact of the Gravity wave drag scheme on the simulated MA circulation
is evaluated by comparing two 5-years long (1993-1997) experiments, one with
and the other without parameterized orographic and non-orographic gravity wave
drag. The parameters used for the orographic gravity waves drag are the ones
given in Section 3.1. The non-orographic Hines (1997) scheme is used with a low
source strength, corresponding to an r.m.s. gravity- wave wind of 1.m s−1 at the
launch level. The launch level is the model ground.

Figure 3 shows the zonal mean wind in the model simulation in absence of
gravity wave drag for four different months. In this case, the model shows the
usual enormous westerly biases in the simulated winds at mid-latitude, and at
nearly all levels above 20-30km (for a comparison with climatology see for instance
Fig. 4 in Beagley et al. 1997). Figure 4 shows that these errors can be considerably
reduced when introducing the gravity wave schemes, although discrepancies with
observations still exist.

In the tropics, the reduction of the biases from one experiment to the other does

not appear clearly in Figures 3 and 4, as differences between the two simulations

are less pronounced in this region.

3.2.2 Tropical oscillations

For a finer analysis, it is conventional to look at a time-series of the zonal mean
zonal wind at the equator as a function of height. Figure 5 shows such a picture
for both simulations for the year 1993. A semi-annual oscillation is clearly evident
in both model integrations at the tropopause (around 60-70 km), extending down
to 45-50 km into the middle atmosphere. We note, however, that the westerly
phase is too weak and does not descend far enough compared with observations
(see for instance Hamilton and Mahlman, 1988). However, these defects are far
more pronounced without Gravity waves drag (Figure 5a) than with gravity waves
drag (Figure 5b). Furthermore, gravity waves also significantly reduce westerly
biases.

The fact that explicit simulation of tropical oscillations (semi-annual oscilla-
tion and quasi-biennial oscillation) in general circulation models of the middle
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atmosphere can be much improved by gravity waves drag parameterization is now
illustrated. Because these oscillations need an accurate vertical resolution to be
properly resolved, the simulations presented next are made with a version of the
LMD-GCM that still include 50 vertical levels but with the upper boundary placed
at 65km instead of 80km. Two simulations are made that differ from each other
only in the source strength. In the first one (weak Hines), the source strength
corresponds to a r.m.s. gravity-wave wind of 1.m s−1 at the ground while in the
second one (strong Hines) it is 1.25m s−1.

Both simulations (Figure 6a and b) exhibit a semi-annual oscillation signal.
However, the weak Hines experiment (Figure 6a) shows a westerly phase that does
not go beyond 45 km, while in the strong Hines experiment it descends down
to 35 km, which is in far better agreement with the observations. Below these
levels (i.e., including the quasi-biennial oscillation domain) the model presents a
systematic easterly bias, and nearly no seasonal and inter-annual oscillations. Note
nevertheless, that with a strong Hines scheme and around 35-40 km, the adjacent
westerly phase of the semi-annual oscillation near coalesces between January and
July of the second year and between July of the year 3 and January of the year 4.
This indicates that the model is near producing an inter-annual tropical oscillation.
It is too small nevertheless to maintain itself and descend further below 35km.

Note here that our results are here in good part due to the fact that the ver-
tical resolution of the model in the low and middle stratosphere is not sufficiently
refined. Models with higher resolution and GWs parameterization can today re-
produce a quite realistic QBO (Giorgetta et al. 2006).

4 Concluding remarks

During the 1990s, substantial progress was made in the understanding of the GWs
generation by mountains as well as on the atmospheric general circulation. At
almost the same time, it became clear that non-orographic gravity waves are also
significant for the climate, if we look at it in the middle atmosphere. The gravity
waves up there being much less predictible, they are parameterized using tech-
niques that are essentially statistical.

With the development of the International Monitoring System for the enforce-
ment of the Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty, there is a challenge to gain
a still better understanding of the role of gravity waves in infrasound propagation.
The primary need is to identify conditions for which gravity waves can be expected
and how they can be represented in propagation models. Although the asymp-
totic methods that are used by the geophysical community permit to explain some
basic properties of infrasonic signals observed during experiments, a fresh look at
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the problem starting with the GCM approach may prove to be fruitful. Both im-
provements of the parameterization of gravity waves and successful extensions of
GCM to high altitudes make possible the use of GCM to locate the places where
strong interactions between the acoustic disturbances and the atmospheric GWs
can occur.

One of the most frustrating aspects of infrasound propagation research is our
inability to predict the intensity of infrasonic arrivals. This follows that the acous-
tic waves are very sensitive to the state of the atmosphere, and becomes nonlinear
for even moderate amplitudes. Recent progress in “computational aeroacoustics”,
through the class of dispersion-relation-preserving numerical schemes or shock-
capturing numerical schemes, could provide tools for a rigorous approach to this
problem. By considering suited constitutive equations, this approach can include
the relaxation processes and the absorption due to shear and bulk viscosity. Such
numerical schemes could be used in GCM to capture the long-range propagation
of shock waves generated by a pulse.

Finally, the main difficulty is to match, in a consistent scheme, different numer-

ical models valid in widely different ranges of spatial and temporal scales. With

the advent of large parallel computing systems and high resolution data, the as-

similation of microbarograph data to correct the infrasound propagation may soon

become reality (see Part III in this book).
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Figure 1: Difference between the zonal wind of the NMC analysis and that
of the G CM simulations: DJF 85-93. Zero line not shown, negative values
are dashed. (a) C ontrol run; (b) run with parameterization.

Figure 2: Difference between the Geopotential height anomaly at 500hPa of
the NMC analysis fields and that of the GCM simulations: DJF 85-93. Zero
line not shown, negative values are dashed. (a) Control run; (b) run with
parameterization.
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Figure 3: Zonally averaged zonal wind field calculated from a 5-year run
of the LMD-GCM with no gravity wave drag. Contour interval = 10 m/s,
negative values are dashed
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Figure 4: Zonally averaged zonal wind field calculated from a 5-year run of
the LMD-GCM with both non-orographic (Hines) and orographic (Lott and
Miller) gravity waves drag included. Contour interval = 10 m/s, negative
values are dashed
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Figure 5: a) March of zonally averaged zonal wind at the equator for the year
1993 of the LMD-GCM integrations without gravity waves drag. b) As a)
but for the integration with gravity waves drag. Contour interval = 20 m/s
in both panels. Positive values are thick solid, nagative values are thin solid.
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Figure 6: a) March of zonally averaged zonal wind at the equator for the
period 1993-97 of the LMD-GCM integrations with gravity waves drag. b)
As a) but for a stronger gravity waves forcing. Contour as in Figure 5.
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